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Foreword

Through the support of the Australian
Government, and the NSW Government
through its Environmental Trust, the Wildlife
Heroes Project has assisted volunteer wildlife
rehabilitators and vets across the country,
providing resources, training and funding to
increase the preparedness of the sector for
future wildlife emergencies.

Most Australian wildlife volunteers would agree
that the summer of 2019/20 was the worst they
ever experienced.
Thanks to grant funding from the Australian Government, the NSW
Government through its Environmental Trust, and hundreds of individual
and corporate donations, the Wildlife Heroes Emergency Response
program has now assisted almost 5000 wildlife volunteers nationwide,
distributing more than $1,000,000 in funding to wildlife groups in need.
This report provides a snapshot of the Wildlife Heroes program in
2020/21, moving from immediate emergency response into longer
term activities that will assist the wildlife sector in preparing for future
wildlife emergencies.
We thank all of our supporters, individual and corporate partners, and
volunteers for their role in making this critical work possible. Protecting
our Australian wildlife for future generations is our mission and through
the Wildlife Heroes project, the Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife
continues to help our precious species thrive. Please continue to help
us honour and support our wonderful wildlife heroes.

Ian Darbyshire
Chief Executive Officer
Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife
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Nearly three billion animals were killed
or displaced by Australia’s devastating
2019-20 bushfires.

Bushfire Response
87%

of asset grant recipients
reported a positive
impact on their
mental health

300

positions provided
in bushfire awareness
training

The Wildlife Heroes project from
the Foundation for National Parks
& Wildlife (FNPW) acknowledges
the work of wildlife volunteers
as first responders in emergency
situations. With skills, experience
and dedication comparable to
volunteer firefighters or surf
lifesavers; they work around
the clock answering hotlines,
attending emergencies and
rehabilitating sick, injured and
orphaned animals.
The Wildlife Heroes project
launched in October 2019, and
within days, the Black Summer
bushfires began. They were still
burning almost five months later,
killing or displacing more than
3 billion native animals.
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19

veterinary resources
provided through
partnerships with
vet hospitals

injured or orphaned
native animals have
already benefitted from
grant assets

FNPW was the first charity to
open grants to wildlife volunteers
affected by the fires. Our team
worked closely with rescuers, carers
and shelters, providing funds
for volunteers to buy PPE, fuel
vouchers, animal food and formula
- expenses that would normally be
paid for with their own money.
Following the immediate fire
response, the Wildlife Heroes
project moved into a recovery
phase, providing grants to wildlife
volunteers to assist in replacing
or constructing large, durable
assets such as wildlife ambulances
and animal enclosures, to help
organisations recover from the
bushfire disaster, and be more
prepared for future emergencies.
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The bushfire disaster also
highlighted a need for veterinary
staff to be trained in wildlife
treatment and care. In April
2021, the Wildlife Heroes project
launched the Wildlife Friendly
Vets campaign, to support
veterinary clinics with an interest
in the treatment of wildlife by
providing wildlife training and
resources to assist them in
their work.
FNPW continues to work with
the wildlife sector to understand
their needs and provide support,
to ensure that they can continue
to protect and care for our native
wildlife into the future.
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LARGE ASSET GRANTS

Case Study 2: Wildlife Ambulance, WA Wildlife

Large Asset Grants
In August 2020, the Wildlife Heroes Large Durable Asset grant program launched, aiming to
enable licensed wildlife groups and not-for-profit veterinary hospitals to acquire large assets for
use in the rescue, treatment and rehabilitation of animals as a result of emergency situations.
The grant round prioritised support to rebuild and repair fire damaged wildlife care infrastructure,
as well as improve existing assets, to increase the wildlife rehabilitation sector’s capacity to
respond to fire emergencies.

Case Study 1: Emergency response holding aviary –
Wildlife Rescue South Coast NSW
“After a horrific bushfire experience, I sat down with my
aviary builder to nut out and design an aviary that could act
as a safe haven and easy catch up area during emergencies,
and a facility where other carers could bring their creatures,
enabling them to focus on their own safety while knowing their
animals and birds were safe. Through the NSW Wildlife Heroes
Large Durable Assets Grant, the facility has become a reality.
My deepest gratitude goes out to FNPW and their belief in the
project. None of this would have been possible without them.”
– Peggy McDonald, Wildlife Rescue South Coast

Through the grant
program, 21 large
assets were supported
across six states,
and included wildlife
ambulances, first aid
clinics and enclosures.

The WA Wildlife Ambulance has been on the road every day since February and has
rescued and transported hundreds of animals that otherwise would have been left. We are
the only designated wildlife rescue service in Perth so it’s filled a huge gap. We will be expanding the
service next year with a slight increase in funding. The funding for the vehicle was instrumental for this project.
We have been contracted to run wildlife handling and transport training for local governments in
WA and will be showcasing the Ambulance as part of that training. The Ambulance
will also be mobilised in any future disaster in the southwest.”
– Dean Huxley, WA Wildlife

Case Study 3:
Wildlife First Aid Clinic, ACT Wildlife
“This clinic will allow our volunteers and
veterinary professionals to provide treatment to
wildlife in the event of a large-scale emergency
and as part of our daily operations caring for
injured wildlife. Previously animal assessment
and emergency treatment has taken place in the
field and in the homes of volunteers and carers.
While this has worked until now, the hailstorms
in February 2020 demonstrated a need for an
increased capacity to respond to large numbers
of injured wildlife. As well as being better
prepared in the event of another large scale
wildlife emergency, our volunteers and staff will
be able to carry out assessments and treatments
of injured wildlife in the clinic on a daily basis.”
– Lindy Butcher, ACT Wildlife
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Wildlife Friendly Vets

Case Study 4: Wildlife enclosure fencing,
Beechworth Reptile Rescue VIC

NT: 2

In future emergencies
we can now step
up with confidence
and safely house
any wildlife that
needs temporary
housing in an area
suitable for anything
from baby joeys
to adult roos."

QLD: 20
SA: 4
The Wildlife Friendly Vets campaign was
launched in April 2020, aiming to support
veterinary staff across the country that
contribute to the treatment of native wildlife.

TAS: 12

More specifically, the campaign aims to:

NSW: 65

WA: 23

• Promote the challenging and unpaid work
veterinary practices do treating native wildlife

ACT: 1

• Improve veterinary wildlife care through funding
and training

VIC: 10

• Improve vet client awareness of wildlife rescue
and wildlife needs
• Support wildlife rescue coordination between
carers and vets, especially during emergencies

Target number of clinics: 100
Clinics signed up: 138

Outputs

Training programs

300
“In 2020 the devastating bushfires hit areas all around Beechworth, but we were lucky enough to not
be immediately affected, however many surrounding wildlife shelters were, so Beechworth wildlife was
called on to help take animals from those shelters. Our property isn’t extremely large and we only had
sufficient fencing for the animals we already had. Of course we had to take these animals and just make
do. This was an incredibly stressful time made worse by feeling our property was inadequate to house
more animals than we were used to. This showed us the need for a large external fence to our property.
With the incredibly generous funding from The Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife, we were able
to design, build and finally complete this enormous task! In future emergencies we can now step up with
confidence and safely house any wildlife that needs temporary housing in an area suitable to anything
from baby joeys to adult roos.” – Sue Hiatt, Beechworth Reptile Rescue
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vets and wildlife rehabilitators trained in
bushfire awareness
vets and vet nurses supported for professional
development through the Taronga
Conservation Society's veterinary training
program in wildlife treatment and care
training videos created to support vet staff
in basic animal handling and assessment
accredited webinars for vet nurse training
wildlife triage and assessment booklets for
vet clinics
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WILDLIFE FRIENDLY VETS

Veterinary triage and
assessment booklets

Training videos
and webinars

Veterinary treatment booklets were developed in
collaboration with Currumbin Wildlife Hospital, and are
intended to assist general practice veterinary staff with the
initial triage, assessment and husbandry of native wildlife
admitted to their clinic.

Six animal group specific veterinary
training videos were created in
collaboration with Byron Bay Wildlife
Hospital, and are freely available through
the Wildlife Heroes website. Two
webinars were developed in partnership
with Exotic Veterinary Nurse Training,
with each webinar providing professional
development accreditation for vet nurses.

Vet case studies

Ray has been a lifeline for
the Northern Rivers koalas
for more than a decade.
He has educated himself in all
aspects of koala health and
rehabilitation and has enabled
us to release 100's of koalas
back into the wild."
– Local wildlife rehabilitator
Dr Ray Austin, Keen Street Veterinary Clinic

Dr Ray Austin, Keen Street Veterinary Clinic

Welcome packs
The first 100 vets to sign up to the Wildlife
Friendly Vet campaign received a package
in the mail containing hard copies of
the first three veterinary triage and
assessment booklets, as well as a wildlife
rescue poster and campaign stickers with
a QR code linking to further resources.

Dr Naomi Lessel,
Brisbane Water Vet Centre

Charlie has been my friend and
wildlife vet for nearly 15 years.
He never says no to any animal...
Charlie and I are a team. I can tell him
what the bird needs to be able to do
in order to survive in the wild, and he
in turn tells me what he can do from
a vet perspective. He genuinely is
passionate about our wildlife."
– Peggy McDonald, Higher Ground Raptor Centre

Dr Charlie Carter, Southern Highlands Veterinary Centre
Dr Naomi Lessels, Brisbane Water Vets
(taken by Dr. Rachael Booth)

Dr. Naomi is always willing to bring
wildlife in to our clinic and give them
the best fighting chance of returning
back in to the wild. She is willing to
give all a fighting chance for survival
and rehabilitation."
– Colleague
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Resources

Communicating with humans:
a guide for animal people
Wildlife Rescue Booklet –
what to do in the first 24 hours
Most Australians love wildlife and want to help
in any way they can. However, wildlife volunteers
report that while members of the public mean
well, they sometimes make matters worse when
attempting to handle or feed animals.
This handbook was developed to provide simple
first aid tips to maximise wildlife survival rates and
keep animals and rescuers safe. The handbook is full
of first aid advice for anyone who comes across an
injured or orphaned native animal. The handbook
is subtitled ‘the first 24 hours’ as a reminder that for
members of the general public, the main wildlife
rescue goal is to get the animal to a licensed
volunteer who can provide the best care.

Animal people are spoilt for choice when it
comes to finding books about animal
communication, but what about communicating
with other humans?
While many animal people are frustrated with
their own species, communication is key in wildlife
rehabilitation when seeking funds, influencing
decision makers, and recruiting new members.
Animal people also need convincing communication
skills if they want to improve animal welfare, reduce
human/animal conflict, and protect species from
extinction. This communication guide provides
wildlife carers with tips and tricks for getting the
word out there about what they do, and how the
general public can help.

Animal people need to find
their voice in order to speak
up for the voiceless.

You can save the life of an animal by knowing
what to do as the first person on the scene.
Wildlife Heroes Emergency Response Report 2020/21
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Wildlife Heroes
Please contact us by visiting our website

Please support
Wildlife Heroes by
donating generously.
Volunteer wildlife
groups across Australia
still need our help!

www.wildlifeheroes.org.au
Supported by

The Wildlife Heroes National Program
was supported by the Australian
Government's Bushfire Recovery for
Wildlife and their Habitats.

Wildlife Heroes
Caring for our Backyard Buddies
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The Wildlife Heroes NSW
program is supported by the
NSW Government through its
Environmental Trust.

